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ABSTRACT

We present Blinded Memory (BliMe), a way to realize efficient and secure outsourced computation. BliMe consists of a novel and minimal set of ISA extensions that uses taint tracking to ensure the confidentiality of sensitive (client) data even in the presence of server malware, run-time attacks, and side-channel attacks.

To secure outsourced computation, the BliMe extensions can be used together with an attestable, fixed-function trusted execution environment (TEE) and an encryption engine that provides atomic decrypt-and-taint and encrypt-and-untaint operations. The TEE engages in an attestation and key agreement protocol with the client. It provides the resulting client-specific keys to the encryption engine. Clients rely on remote attestation to ensure that their data will always be protected by BliMe’s taint tracking policy after decryption.

We provide a machine-checked security proof and an FPGA implementation (BliMe-Ibex) of BliMe’s taint tracking policy. We show that BliMe-Ibex does not reduce performance relative to the unmodified core, and incurs only minor increases in resource consumption in terms of power (≈2.1%), LUTs (≈1.0%), and registers (≈2.3%).

1. INTRODUCTION

 Outsourced computation has become ubiquitous. Instead of creating and managing computing resources locally, individuals and organizations are resorting to cloud computing services where the physical hardware is owned and managed by the service provider and shared among many clients. While cost-effective, outsourced computation introduces confidentiality concerns because the clients’ sensitive data must be sent to the service provider’s servers for processing. A malicious service provider can directly access it. Furthermore, even if the service provider is trusted, other malicious actors may compromise the sensitive data through run-time attacks or side-channel leakage.

One solution to this problem is to use cryptographic techniques such as fully-homomorphic encryption (FHE) which allow arbitrary computation on encrypted data. With FHE, the server receives and processes only encrypted data. This cryptographically guarantees the confidentiality of the data against all adversaries that gain access to the ciphertext. However, FHE comes with very large performance overheads, orders of magnitude worse than processing the plaintext directly [59]. As an example, a single multiplication operation using FHE is slower than a normal multiplication instruction by seven orders of magnitude [59]. This has led to a search for non-cryptographic methods that can protect the confidentiality of data sent out for computation; one such approach is to take advantage of the hardware-assisted security mechanisms present in modern central processing unit (CPU) architectures, which can potentially ensure security while maintaining high performance. An example is trusted execution environments (TEEs), which provide isolation for each client from the server operating system (OS) as well as from other clients. But software bugs in the code running on the server (server code) can lead to run-time attacks. Furthermore, most implementations of TEEs are designed with limited resistance to side-channel attacks [11, 12, 43]. Therefore, the need remains for an efficient and effective approach to protect outsourced computation even in the presence of software vulnerabilities and side channels.

Our goal is to address this need using hardware-assisted mechanisms without sacrificing high performance. We extend the RISC-V instruction set architecture (ISA) with a minimal set of hardware extensions that can preserve data confidentiality even in the presence of software vulnerabilities or side channels. The extensions and accompanying attestation architecture, which together we call Blinded Memory (BliMe), allow a client to send conventionally encrypted data to a remote server, such that the CPU will decrypt and process the data without allowing it or any data derived from it to be exfiltrated from the system. Results of the computation can then be returned only after encryption with the client’s key.

We do this by having the CPU enforce a taint-tracking policy that prevents client data from being exported from the system. Previous attempts at hardware-enforced taint tracking [64] provide a naive untaint instruction to extract results, making them vulnerable to run-time attacks or speculative ex-
execution attacks [50]. In contrast, BliMe uses a small attestable, fixed-function TEE and encryption engine to facilitate the secure import and export of data between clients and servers, with data never being decrypted without tainting the resulting plaintext. This allows BliMe to provide its security guarantees without having to make any trust assumptions about the code operating on the sensitive data. Consequently, BliMe protects not just against side channels, but even against malware and run-time attacks that allow an attacker to execute arbitrary code on the system.

Our contributions are (we will open-source all code):

- BliMe, a set of taint tracking ISA extensions and attestation architecture preventing exfiltration of sensitive data (Section 4).
- BliMe-Ibex, an Ibex RISC-V core implementation of the BliMe ISA extensions (Section 5).
- A machine-checked proof of the dataflow security of the BliMe ISA extensions, as applied to a small concrete ISA (Section 6).
- A performance evaluation of BliMe-Ibex, showing minimal run-time, power and area overheads (Section 7).

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Trusted Execution Environments

TEEs isolate trusted applications (TAs)—programs running within the TEE—from software outside the TEE as well as from other TAs. Software running outside the TEE is called the rich execution environment (REE) and includes the OS. In addition to TA isolation, TEEs also provide remote attestation to assure clients that the code and configuration of server-side components is what they expect. TEEs are already provided by several x86, Arm and RISC-V CPUs, and are available to clients through cloud service providers such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft.

TEEs contain a root of trust for attestation, typically in the form of a unique attestation key embedded in the hardware at the time of manufacture. The remote attestation protocol first authenticates the hardware by having the server prove that its TEE possesses this key, which is certified by the device manufacturer. After authentication, remote attestation is provided by “measuring” the system: the code, configuration, and state of the system are checked by the TEE to assure the client that they are as expected.

Despite the claimed isolation guarantees, TEEs still suffer from certain vulnerabilities. Isolation only prevents malicious processes from naively accessing a TA’s data through direct memory access. Remote attestation and code attestation only assure the clients that the system is set up as expected and that the code used to process the data is unmodified. Software bugs, which are present even in attested code, can lead to run-time attacks that circumvent client isolation and give adversaries direct access to sensitive data. Despite the number of protections created to defend against them, memory vulnerabilities and run-time attacks are still pervasive.

Sensitive data can also be leaked through side channels (Section 2.2). Even if the software is bug-free, side channel leakage can occur due to vulnerabilities in the underlying hardware. Modern CPUs employ a variety of performance optimizations in the form of speculation and out-of-order execution that can leak microarchitectural state [7, 9, 17, 28, 31, 33, 44, 47, 49, 58, 58, 66]. Some processors have instructions with a data-dependent number of cycles, making it possible for adversaries to infer the instruction input values. This data-dependent behavior of the underlying hardware is largely transparent to the software developers, making it difficult to detect when benign-looking code can cause side-channel leakage.

2.2 Side-channel leakage

Access control on data storage elements such as registers and memory can prevent direct access to sensitive data by malicious software on the server. However, sensitive data can also be leaked through side channels. Side channels are observable outputs of the system that are not part of the system’s intended outputs. Prominent examples of CPU side channels are execution time, memory access patterns, observable microarchitectural state (such as the state of shared caches, branch predictors and performance counters), voltage and electromagnetic radiation [15, 26, 29, 32, 34, 41]. Side-channel leakage can occur when an adversary is able to infer information about the sensitive data by observing the system while the data is processed. For example, if a conditional branch instruction depends on a sensitive value and the execution time of each branch is different, an adversary can infer some information about the sensitive value by monitoring the time it takes to complete the branch. Another example is when a sensitive value is used to index an array in memory; the memory access pattern, which is the sensitive address in this case, can change the observable state of a shared cache, or result in an observable request on the main memory bus.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Usage scenario

The scenario we target is one where a client sends data to a remote server for outsourced computation. The client starts a session with the server, sends its data, and invokes some software on the server to perform computation on the data (possibly in combination with the server’s data). After the computation is complete, the results are then sent to the client. Data import/export and computation can be repeated multiple times per session. Data exchange between the client and server is secured using authenticated encryption. Multiple clients may connect to the server simultaneously, leading to multiple parallel client sessions.

Execution of server code that can leak the client’s data, or any byproduct of this data, must be prohibited, even when an attacker can run malware on the server, exploit vulnerabilities in the software processing the client data, or use side channels to extract data. In other words, sensitive client data must not flow to any observable output.
3.2 Goals and objectives

In this section we discuss the requirements for systems based on our design. The first requirement relates to security.

SR—Confidentiality: When a client provides sensitive input data to the server, no party other than the client can infer anything about the client’s sensitive input data, other than its length.

Malware running on the server may attempt to gain access to the data, or the application processing the sensitive data may itself be malicious, but these applications must not be allowed to reveal sensitive data outside the system.

The next requirement relates to performance.

PR—Fast execution: The design will not significantly reduce the performance of code that is accepted by the CPU, compared to running the same code on a similar processor without such protections.

It is important to ensure that any solution does not excessively degrade performance. Elimination of side channels may prevent certain optimizations, resulting in some overhead, but some high-performance security-critical code has already been hand-written in assembly to eliminate side channels, and solutions that significantly reduce its performance may prove unsuitable in applications that make heavy use of such code.

The final requirements relate to backwards-compatibility.

CR—Backwards compatibility: Code that does not leak sensitive data, by covert channels or otherwise, will successfully run on the system.

There will be a great volume of code in the system that does not process sensitive data, so it is important from a practical standpoint that existing software can run on the new hardware: if this is not the case, then a new software stack will be needed, greatly limiting its utility.

Moreover, there is also code that handles sensitive data but that already does so safely, such as side-channel-resistant cryptographic code. It is equally desirable that this secure and well-tested code will continue to run on our hardware.

4. DESIGN

4.1 System overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of BliMe. The server’s REE, including the OS, runs on top of a CPU that contains 1) the BliMe extensions, which enforce a taint-tracking policy on all software running on the CPU (Section 4.4), and 2) a BliMe encryption engine, used for data import and export (Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4). A TEE is used to perform remote attestation, assuring the client that the server uses BliMe. The TEE is fixed-function and is a separate hardware component that shares few resources with the CPU, reducing its exposure to side-channel attacks. It contains a key exchange engine responsible for negotiating a session key between itself and the client. The TEE can provide this session key securely to the encryption engine without exposing it to the REE.

4.2 Adversary model

In our adversary model, the client assumes that the server hardware, including the BliMe extensions, encryption engine, and the TEE, is implemented correctly. The client further assumes that the server OS is honest-but-curious: it performs the functionalities expected of it and does not execute malicious code to launch an attack (honest), but may leak data to which it has access or use it to draw inferences about sensitive client data (curious). The client assumes the adversary has control over all other software on the server and can make them behave as it sees fit, including making inferences based on side channel information such as memory access patterns and instruction traces.

Attacks against the hardware itself are currently out-of-scope; the client assumes that the attacker cannot use physical means to make the hardware act differently from its specification. We present a discussion on this in Section 9.5. Side-channel attacks that require physical access (e.g., differential power analysis) are also out-of-scope.

4.3 Protocol

In this section, we outline the steps needed to perform safe outsourced computation using BliMe.

4.3.1 Remote attestation and key agreement
Before sending any data to the server, the client first performs a handshake procedure (Figure 1-①) with the TEE, which consists of remote attestation and agreement on a session key. Remote attestation is provided by the TEE to assure the client that the assumptions made in the adversary model hold. This is done in two steps. First, the TEE proves to the client that it is genuine using the root-of-trust embedded within it at manufacture, as described in Section 2.1. Second, the TEE verifies the following properties and attests them to the client:

1. The server hardware incorporates BliMe. The TEE verifies this by reporting that it is attached to a CPU that includes the BliMe extensions and encryption engine.

2. The server OS is honest-but-curious. This can be done by verifying that the OS image is certified by a trusted authority. In Section 9.2, we discuss how this adversary model can be relaxed so that client data is protected even from a malicious OS.

At the end of the remote attestation process, the client and TEE agree on a session key that is tied to this specific client. The TEE stores this key inside the encryption engine using the dedicated secure channel (Figure 1-②). The encryption engine uses this key in two atomic functions that it exposes to the REE: data import and data export.

### 4.3.2 Data import

Once the key is in the encryption engine, the client locally encrypts its data using the session key, sends the resulting ciphertext to the server, and requests the required computation from the REE. The REE then calls the encryption engine’s data import function on the ciphertext. This causes the encryption engine to atomically decrypt the ciphertext using the internal session key, and taint the resulting plaintext data by marking it as “blinded” (Figure 1-③). This is done by setting a blindedness bit that is attached to the data in registers and memory.

Data import atomically decrypts data using the session key and marks it as blinded.

### 4.3.3 Safe computation

At this stage, the REE can perform the requested computation on the blinded plaintext data (Figure 1-④). The BliMe CPU extensions apply a taint-tracking policy, limiting the operations that can be done on blinded data; this prevents the REE from directly exfiltrating the data or even leaking it through side channels. Any operations by the REE that are forbidden by the taint-tracking policy cause the REE to fault. The taint-tracking policy ensures that the final results and any intermediate results derived from the data are also blinded. More details on the taint-tracking policy can be found in Section 4.4.

### 4.3.4 Data export

Once the computation is complete, the REE calls the encryption engine’s data export function. This causes the encryption engine to atomically encrypt the blinded results and mark them as non-blinded (Figure 1-⑤), which is done by unsetting the blindedness bit. The REE can then send the ciphertext back to the client, who can decrypt it and obtain the plaintext results.

Data export atomically encrypts data using the session key and marks it as non-blinded.

### 4.4 Taint-tracking policy

We use a taint-tracking approach to prevent sensitive data from flowing to observable outputs. First, we define which parts of the system can be tainted. We split the system state into two types:

- **Blindable** state consists of the values (not addresses) of lines in the cache, values in registers except the program counter, and values in main memory, as well as all busses and queues used to transfer these values. Each of these is extended with an additional bit for blindedness which, when set, indicates that the corresponding state is blinded.

- **Visible** state consists of information that may be exposed outside the system, and must therefore never contain sensitive data. It includes all microarchitectural state that does not have a blindedness bit associated with it, e.g., the program counter, addresses of lines in the caches, and performance counters. We include the program counter because it encapsulates the control flow of the program and we forbid blinded data from affecting the control flow.

We then define the list of observable outputs we consider in BliMe: visible state, non-blinded blindable state, the addresses of memory operations sent to main memory, the execution time of an instruction or set of instructions, and fault signals. Note that once blindable state becomes blinded, it is no longer observable. We exclude outputs that require physical access to be observed, such as voltage and electromagnetic radiation.

The taint-tracking policy can now be defined as follows. Each instruction blinds (i.e., sets the blindedness bit of) each output that depends on a blinded input (i.e., whose associated blindedness bit is set). If an instruction attempts to affect any observable output except non-blinded blindable state in a manner that depends on the value of a blinded input, a fault is raised, since this can otherwise be used to exfiltrate sensitive data. This effectively means that the program cannot use a blinded value as the address of a jump, branch or memory access, or use instructions whose completion time or fault status depends on a blinded value.

### 4.5 Server OS
5. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the BliMe CPU taint-tracking extensions first on the Spike RISC-V emulator [46] as a functional proof-of-concept (Section 5.1), and then on the Ibex core [35] (Section 5.2) for performance, area and power evaluation, which we present in Section 7. The evaluation covers the hardware needed for safe computation (Section 4.3.3), including taint tracking (Section 4.4). We do not include the TEE in the implementation. Components with similar functionality already exist, such as Google’s Titan-M chip [37] or Apple’s Secure Enclave Processor (SEP) [1]. For the encryption engine in BliMe, we do not implement a bulk encryption and decryption block as this is already present in existing hardware, such as the AES block in Apple SEP, but add instructions to blind and unblind data in memory to simulate the data import and export functions.

5.1 Instruction set emulator

The Spike emulator is a RISC-V ISA emulator implemented in C++. It can be used to quickly add and test new custom instructions as well as modify the behavior of existing instructions. Since Spike is an architectural emulator, it is not necessary to simulate execution pipelines and other microarchitectural details. The two main additions to Spike are dynamic taint-tracking and handling policy violations.

5.1.1 Taint-tracking

Taint-tracking is performed on registers and memory. Due to the load-store architecture of RISC-V, these can be handled separately. Register blindedness is modified by any instructions that modify registers, including the load instruction. Memory blindedness can only be modified by store instructions.

Registers and ALU operations. For each register, we maintain a blindedness bit. Whenever an instruction reads from a blinded register, we set a ‘blinded’ flag in the processor core. During the instruction’s execution, any subsequent writes to the register file mark the modified registers as blinded. Once the instruction is complete, the blinded flag is reset. Implementation of this functionality is facilitated by the read and write functions in Spike’s register file class.

By default, any instruction that takes blinded input taints its output registers as described above. This is a conservative approximation, and implementations can make exceptions in order to more accurately model instruction dataflows. We demonstrate this capability with the XOR instruction: If a register is XORed with itself, the result is not blinded. This is because the result will always be zero, irrespective of the input value. Similar exceptions can be used for other situations in which an instruction takes blinded inputs but its output does not depend on said blinded input values.

Memory. Within Spike’s MMU, we maintain the set of all blinded physical memory locations with byte-level granularity. Whenever a value is stored into memory from a blinded register, we add its address to the blinded set. Whenever a value that is not blinded is written to an address in the blinded set, we remove this address from the set. Reading from memory into a register marks the register as blinded if the address is in the blinded set, and unsets it otherwise. Since physical (rather than virtual) addresses are used, all checks and modifications to the set are performed after virtual-to-physical address translation.

New Instructions. We introduce two new instructions, $\text{b1nd}$ and $\text{rblnd}$, that correspond to the data import and export operations, respectively (Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4). In our proof-of-concept, they simulate the data import and data export functions by blinding and unblinding data without encryption and decryption. To blind a variable, the $\text{b1nd}$ instruction takes its address as input and adds it to the blinded set. This effectively blinds one byte of the variable; for larger variables such as int or arrays, we must iterate over all relevant addresses. The $\text{b1nd}$ instruction is inserted as inline assembly at the beginning of our test program to blind sensitive data. Since this inline assembly is run in the process’s context, the address provided to it will be a virtual address. We perform virtual-to-physical address translation before adding the address to the blinded set. The $\text{rblnd}$ instruction unblinds variables by simply removing their addresses from the blinded set.

5.1.2 Handling violations

Violations can occur in three situations:

1. Attempting to write blinded values to the PC register.

2. Jumps and conditional branches relying on blinded reg-
isters, either as a jump destination address or as part of a conditional check, are forbidden.

2. Attempting to read from or write to memory using a blinded value as an address. This occurs when a load or store uses a blinded register either as the address base or offset.

3. Attempting to write blinded data to an “unblindable” memory location. We maintain a set of “unblindable” addresses in Spike’s MMU that can correspond, for example, to MMIO addresses. This list is currently unused but allows a system to specify whether certain memory-mapped peripherals have access to blinded data.

When any of the above conditions occurs, an illegal instruction fault is thrown. We overload the illegal instruction fault to avoid having to implement handling of a new type of fault in the OS kernel.

5.2 Ibex

Ibex is an open-source 2-pipeline-stage 32-bit RISC-V core written in SystemVerilog. We extended the Ibex core to include byte-level taint-tracking and handling of blinded policy violations. The extensions are similar to the ones done for Spike but since this is an actual hardware design, it included microarchitectural details that were not required for Spike.

5.2.1 Main Memory & Load-Store Unit

The main difference between the Spike and Ibex implementations is how memory blindedness is tracked. In the Ibex implementation, memory is extended with an extra blindedness bit for every byte of data. The word width of the data bus between the CPU and main memory is extended from 32 bits to 36 bits to allow for one blindedness bit per byte. The data bus width was increased to avoid having to perform an additional memory access per word to read/write the blindedness bits.

5.2.2 Data Independent Timing

Ibex provides an optional security feature [36] that ensures all instructions take a fixed number of cycles independent of the input data. This has three effects on the core’s behavior: 1) branch instructions take the same number of cycles whether the branch is taken or not, 2) early completion of multiplication by 1 or 0 is disabled, and 3) early completion of division by 0 is disabled. We enable this feature to take advantage of items 2 and 3 above, i.e., disabling early completion of multiplication/division. This is needed to prevent blinded values from affecting the execution time, which is an observable output. Ensuring branch instructions take a fixed number of cycles (item 1) is not needed for our design. Branches that depend on blinded inputs always cause a fault before any target calculation or instruction fetching occurs. The core’s behavior is therefore not affected by the value of the blinded input, only by the fact that it is blinded.

Ibex provides no straightforward way to enable only parts of this feature. An alternative to enabling the entire feature would be to make the modifications manually. Ensuring branch instructions are constant-time would no longer be needed and early completion would only be disabled when blinded inputs are detected. We leave this optimization for future work.

5.2.3 Pipeline Stages

Ibex uses a 2-stage pipeline: Instruction Fetch (IF) and Instruction Decode - Execute (ID/EX). The IF stage required no changes. Jumps and branches that rely on blinded inputs cause a fault as soon as they are decoded in the ID/EX stage preventing secret-data-dependent instruction fetching.

Taint-tracking for ALU operations is performed in the ID/EX stage. Whenever any ALU inputs are blinded, the ALU output is also marked as blinded. The ALU module itself is not modified; the calculation of the blindedness bit is added to the surrounding logic. Checks for policy violations are done in the decoder module, where the instruction opcode is extracted. For jumps and branches, a fault occurs when any of the target address or the registers used in the branch condition are blinded. For loads and stores, a fault occurs when any of the registers used as the base address or the offset are blinded. Like in the Spike implementation, we use the illegal instruction fault.

6. SECURITY EVALUATION

6.1 Protocol

Computation using BliMe takes the form of the protocol shown in Figure 2. This is equivalent to the protocol described in Section 4.3. The attacker obtains only encrypted client data, the encryption of an arbitrary computation on the plaintext data, along with leakage from the computation by the REE, shown as a cloud in Figure 2. If the key agreement protocol and secure channel protocols are secure against active attackers, then the messages provide the attacker with no information on either the session keys, input data from the client, or the result of the computation. Thus, the attacker gains information on the client data only if the computational leakage (during the Safe Computation phase in Figure 2) reveals some information. It is therefore sufficient to show that the leakage is independent of the decrypted plaintext, in order to meet requirement SR.

6.2 Safe computation

The decrypted plaintext, shown in Figure 2, is always marked as blinded. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that the safe computation functionality described in Section 4.3.3 does not leak any information on any state marked as blinded.

We do this by constructing a model ISA using the F* programming language [53], and proving that its visible and non-blinded states are independent of the blinded values in memory: that is to say, no changes to the blinded values containing sensitive data, after a computational step, result in
any change to the non-blinded values or blindedness bits that can be observed by the attacker.

Our approach is as follows:

1. Define a low-level model of the server in terms of registers, memory cells, cache line allocations, and arbitrary transitions from one state to another, and a security definition with respect to this model that meets the requirements of Section 6.1.

2. Define a more detailed architectural model that expresses instructions in terms of register and memory reads/writes, and a security definition that implies the low-level security definition from step 1.

3. Define a minimal instruction architecture that implements standard arithmetic operations with special-case blindedness-bit propagation rules from Section 4.4, and prove that it satisfies the security definitions from steps 1 and 2.

6.2.1 Definitions

We begin by defining equivalence relations on values that may be blinded. In our model, we define a recursive type `maybeBlinded` that represents a blindable value:

```haskell
type maybeBlinded (#t:Type) =
  | Clear    : v:t -> maybeBlinded #t
  | Blinded  : v:t -> maybeBlinded #t
```

1We include links to specific modules and theorems where they are mentioned. The full model is available (anonymized for double-blind review) at https://blinded-computation.github.io/blime-model/.

Then, a blinded value `v` is represented by `Blinded v`, and a non-blinded value `v` by `Clear v`.

We say that two such values `a` and `b` are equivalent, denoted `a ≡ b`, if they are both `Blinded`—that is to say, if both are blinded—or if they are both `Clear` and have equal values.

We define equivalence of lists of `maybeBlinded` values similarly: two lists `ℓ₁` and `ℓ₂` are equivalent, denoted `ℓ₁ ≡ list ℓ₂`, if they have the same length, and each of their values is equivalent.

6.2.2 Low-level system model

The system is modelled in `Cpu.fst` by a system state type containing the following data:

- the program counter (`pc`), containing a 64-bit unsigned integer pointing into memory,
- an array of register values, each containing a 64-bit unsigned integer and a blindedness bit,
- an array of memory values, each containing a 64-bit unsigned integer and a blindedness bit, and
- an array of cache line assignments, each containing a 64-bit unsigned integer representing the address of the corresponding value in the cache.

We then define an equivalence relation `≡ state` (named `equiv_system` in the model) on the system states `S`, such that two system states are equivalent if they have equal program counters and cache line assignments, their registers and memory have equal blindedness bits, and their non-blinded values are equal.

We model the execution of instructions using a single-cycle fetch-execute model (`step` in the model), with each instruction completing in a single cycle. An instruction `I` in `S` is loaded from memory at the program counter address; if `pc` points to an instruction marked as blinded, then it jumps to a fault handler at address 0. Otherwise, the state of the processor is transformed according to an instruction-dependent execution mapping `X : S × S → S`. We denote a single processor step

\[
P_X(s) = \begin{cases} 
X(s.MEMORY[s.pc],s), & \text{if } s.pc \text{ points to non-blinded memory}, 

s & \text{with } s.pc = 0 
\end{cases}
\]

The security of the execution mapping `X` is defined such that `X` is secure if for all states `s₁` and `s₂`, equivalent input states yield equivalent output states (`is_safe` in the model):

\[
\forall s₁, s₂ \in S : s₁ \equiv state s₂ \implies P_X(s₁) \equiv state P_X(s₂). \quad (1)
\]

That is, `X` is secure, if after each step in a computation, the values of blinded registers and memory locations do not influence the blindedness of any component of the output state, nor the values of any unblinded value in the output, meaning that the attacker cannot infer anything about the blinded state.
6.2.3 Load-store model

The low-level system model described in Section 6.2.2 is quite understandable, but since the execution mapping \( \chi \) has unmediated access to the state, there is no easy way to express the taint propagation rule from Section 4. In InstructionDecoder.fst we describe a higher-level model that allows us to better express statements about data flows between registers.

This model, which we call the load-store model, includes some microarchitectural details. Its execution mapping is defined as decoding_execution_unit in terms of two functions:

- An instruction decoder, a function that takes as input an instruction word, and returns a decoded instruction containing an opcode, a list of input registers—either normal registers or pc—and a list of output registers.

- Instruction semantics, a function that performs the actual computation, taking as input a decoded instruction and a list containing a value and blindedness bit for each input register, and which returns a list of output values with blindedness bits, along with a list of memory operations, each of which indicates a load or store between a register and an address in memory.

- A cache policy, a function that accepts a set of cache line assignments and a memory operation, and returns a new set of cache line assignments.

The execution mapping then takes the instruction word, decodes it, reads the input operands from the initial system state, performs the computation, increments pc, writes the results to registers, and performs the stores and loads, updating the cache line assignments.

The decoded instructions never depend upon blinded data as, from Section 6.2.2, blinded instructions result in a fault, and the execution mapping is never called. Therefore, the safety of the execution mapping can be demonstrated by analyzing only the instruction semantics, as shown in the load-store model’s main safety theorem.

We define instruction semantics safely similarly to how we defined execution mapping safety in Equation (1) for all instruction words, executing the instruction semantics function with equivalent lists of input operand values yields equivalent output operand lists and memory operation lists\(^2\).

We then use this to prove the theorem each_loadstore_execution_unit_with_redacting_equivalent_instruction_semantics_is_safe that an execution mapping defined by any instruction decoder and safe instruction semantics is safe, no matter what cache policy is in use.

Next, we will use this model to show the safety of a concrete ISA.

6.2.4 Model ISA

In ISA.fst, we analyze a model ISA with eight instructions: STORE, LOAD, BZ (branch if zero), ADD, SUB, MUL, AND, and XOR.

Each instruction accepts two input registers and one output register—the exceptions being STORE and LOAD, which require only two registers, one for the memory address, and one for the source or destination register respectively, and BZ, whose output is always written to pc.

Each instruction specifies the blindedness of its outputs, as described in Section 4.4. By default, each instruction marks its output as blinded if any of its inputs are blinded. However, there are some special cases that deviate from this treatment in order to better capture the data dependencies of the instructions and handle modifications of visible state:

- STORE and LOAD instructions become no-ops if their address input is blinded.
- SUB and XOR instructions yield a unblinded value zero if both their inputs are the same register.
- MUL and AND instructions yield a unblinded value zero if one of their inputs is a unblinded value zero.
- BZ jumps to a fault handler by setting pc to zero if its comparison input is blinded.

We then show in the model ISA’s main safety theorem sample_semantics_are_safe that these instruction semantics, defined in sample_semantics, are safe in the sense described in Section 6.2.3, and that the architecture with these semantics is therefore safe according to the definition given in Equation (1).

This demonstrates that the taint tracking approach proposed in Section 4.4 is secure in general, and that the special cases that we have considered do not allow an attacker to violate the dataflow security definition from Equation (1). This means that, so long as the external peripherals with which an outside observer can interact do not expose blinded data, an observer cannot infer anything about the blinded data in the system, satisfying objective SR.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As the security policy enforced by BliMe does not require changes to code that is already side channel resistant, performance does not change at the architectural level. We therefore focus on measuring the effect of BliMe-Ibex’s safe computation (Section 4.3.3) implementation on clock rate, power consumption, and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) resource usage.

We synthesised the unmodified and modified Ibex cores from Section 5.2 for the Xilinx xc7a100tcsq324-1 FPGA. The unmodified core used 2396 look-up tables (LUTs) out of an available 63400, and 911 registers out of an available 126800. The modified core used 2419 LUTs out of an available 63400 (0.96% increase), and 932 registers out of an available 126800 (2.3% increase).

The Ibex core is configured by default to run at a clock rate of 50 MHz. We measured the effect of our new instrumentation on clock rate by examining the timing slack in the design, which indicates how much faster the slowest path through the design is than that indicated by the clock rate constraint of the design. We found that the original design had a timing slack of 1.232ns, and our modified design a
timing slack of 1.639ns. Our modified design is therefore slightly faster than the original, indicating that BliMe-Ibex does not significantly slow the Ibex core, and in this case even resulted in a slight improvement in performance due to a more favorable placement of its logic.

We used Vivado’s power analysis functionality to estimate the power consumption of each core initialized with a Coremark [14] memory image. The results are shown in Table 1. The power consumption of most parts of the FPGA does not change significantly; the overall increase of 2% comes primarily from the additional block RAM used to store the blindedness bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Power consumption (mW)</th>
<th>Unmodified</th>
<th>Modified</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clocks</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>−2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice logic</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block RAM</td>
<td></td>
<td>125.20</td>
<td>133.03</td>
<td>+6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td></td>
<td>121.20</td>
<td>121.20</td>
<td>+0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPs</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>+0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>+0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static power</td>
<td></td>
<td>145.20</td>
<td>145.73</td>
<td>+0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>400.70</strong></td>
<td><strong>408.93</strong></td>
<td><strong>+2.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Power consumption by modified and unmodified Ibex cores. The increase in power consumption of approximately 2% comes mainly from the additional block RAM used to store the blindedness bits.

9. FUTURE WORK

We identify a number of directions for future work.

9.1 Improving deployability

The security guarantees of BliMe are enforced solely by the hardware modifications without requiring any compiler support. We saw that some existing side-channel resistant code successfully runs on BliMe (Section 8). Developers can write new BliMe-compliant code. However, this can be a challenge, particularly for larger programs because 1. manual data-flow tracking can be too complex, and 2. BliMe-unaware compilers might inadvertently induce data-flow dependencies that are not evident in the source language. Consequently, compiler support can increase deployability by (a) verifying code compatibility, and where possible (b) automatically transforming non-compliant code to an equivalent compliant variant.

To verify compliance, one approach would be to use binary analysis. This has a number of drawbacks. Binary lifting is self error-prone [25], and could induce uncertainty. Focusing on binary representation makes it difficult to generate useful error messages. Instead, we opt for augmenting the compiler so that we can use the intermediate representation (IR) for transformations, provide useful error messages through the front-end, and control the machine-code generation.

To transform code, we can employ known rules for safe coding like 

9.2 Future work

This final point is the main limitation of BliMe: the CPU cannot identify cases where the result of a computation remains blinded even though it no longer contains any sensitive data. For example, it will not be possible to branch on the result of the decryption/verification of an authenticated encryption, meaning that its cryptographic application programming interfaces (APIs) will need to be modified so that its control flow does not depend on whether the verification was successful. In practice, this means that any computation must always continue as though verification was successful, with any failure being indicated by a flag that is returned to the client (Section 9.4). Despite this limitation, we successfully ran stream cipher encryption and decryption with a blinded key using the TweetNaCl [5] library, demonstrating the backwards compatibility of BliMe.
that will not result in a taint tracking policy violation fault at run-time.

9.2 Tolerating OS compromise

Our current design assumes an honest-but-curious server OS because it relies on the OS to correctly manage client keys. BliMe can be extended to enable hardware-assisted client key management, thereby ensuring security even if the OS is malicious as follows. Each client is assigned a unique client ID (e.g., as a keyed hash of the corresponding client key) that will be used to tag memory pages containing the client’s blinded data. Pages can only contain blinded data from a single client but can freely mix blinded and non-blinded data. The single blindedness bit used in the current design can be used to differentiate between blinded and non-blinded bytes within a single page. If the OS maliciously loads an incorrect sealed key in an attempt to export (unbind and encrypt) another client’s blinded data with the chosen client’s key, the encryption engine will fault on detecting the mismatch between the current client ID (derived from the current key) and the tag on the page where the blinded data resides. Thus a malicious OS can only cause denial of service but cannot breach confidentiality of blinded data.

9.3 Enabling safe local processing

BliMe extensions can be usefully applied on the local machine as well as remotely. Since an application processing blinded data cannot infer anything about the data other than its length, it can safely process data belonging to other users or applications.

For example, the OS can allow an application to read data from a file that is normally inaccessible to the application with the constraint that any data read will be marked as blinded. This makes it possible to build useful computational pipelines while strongly adhering to the principle of least privilege.

9.4 Handling secret-dependent faults

Suppose that a violation of the BliMe taint tracking policy leads to a fault that can either crash the program or result in the invocation of an interrupt handler. Either scenario can leak information, for example, if a div-by-zero fault will occur if the divisor is a blinded data item with a value zero; if this fault leads to an interrupt handler being called, the change in control flow will reveal that the blinded value was zero. To prevent this information leakage, faults depending on blinded data must be suppressed by BliMe, so that the control flow remains as if the fault did not occur. The client can be informed of this fault and that the computation results are invalid by setting a bit in some protected storage (e.g., a special register) when the fault occurs, and conveying this bit to the client as part of the returned encrypted results.

9.5 Defending against other attacks

Rowhammer [27] is a vulnerability in modern dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) modules that threatens the integrity of data. Due to the high proximity of DRAM cells, toggling a row of cells at a sufficiently high rate can result in bit flips in adjacent rows. Exposits of this phenomenon by a remote adversary have been continuously demonstrated despite the number of defenses created in both academia and the industry [39]. As our design stands, Rowhammer-based attacks are out of scope. We make the common and reasonable assumption that reading data from any address in memory retrieves the last value that was written to that address; this includes the extra blindedness bit. Rowhammer is an orthogonal vulnerability requiring orthogonal defenses to ensure memory integrity. Other fault-injection attacks based on dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), such as CLKscrew [54], VOltPwn [24] and Plundervolt [38], produce similar attack patterns and are also out of scope.

Other attacks that are out of scope are ones with physical access to the server. Physical access enables full read-write side-band access to memory through direct connection to the DRAM bus. It also facilitates more powerful side-channel attacks, such as those that rely on power [29], electromagnetic [15, 34] or temperature measurements [23], or fault-injection attacks, such as VoltPillager [10], that can break TEE confidentiality and integrity guarantees. Note that an adversary model that includes physical attacks would automatically cover remote fault-injection attacks such as Rowhammer as physical attacks are a superset of remote fault-injection attacks. We leave this to future work.

9.6 Applying BliMe to speculating CPUs

BliMe-Ibex is based on the two-stage Ibex softcore; realistic computation platforms are more complex, relying heavily on speculation to achieve high performance. BliMe can be equally applied to such processors, taking care to ensure that the taint-propagation rules are applied also to the speculative state of the processor. In doing so, the processor prevents sensitive values from being leaked even by Spectre-type attacks [28]. This follows from the security analysis in Section 6, as each speculative execution trace complies with the taint tracking policy of BliMe. A more comprehensive model will include the CPUs speculation machinery directly, to ensure that blinded data cannot leak into microarchitectural state such as that of the branch predictor.

10. RELATED WORK

Taint tracking. A large body of work exists on taint tracking, also called dynamic information flow tracking (DIFT) [52]. Hu et al. [22] present a survey that includes several hardware-based taint tracking techniques with varying goals and security/performance trade-offs. Taint tracking is available at varying levels of abstraction. Speculative Taint Tracking [65] applies taint tracking at the architectural level to the results of speculatively executed instructions to prevent them from being used to leak information. Tiwari et al. [55] propose a technique that allows taint tracking at the gate level. They use this technique to create a processor that is able to track all information flows, but has a limited instruction set and suffers from large performance overheads. Taint tracking can also be performed purely in software. Data flow integrity
is a form of taint tracking that aims to protect software against non-control data attacks by employing reaching definitions analysis [8]. Pointer tainting [62] is another defense against non-control data attacks that taints user input and detects an attack when a tainted value is dereferenced as a pointer.

**Data-oblivious execution.** Preventing side-channel leakage requires covering several observable outputs. In this work, we prevent leakage through memory access patterns as well as through timing of program execution. Several algorithms have been proposed to obfuscate data-dependent memory access patterns [2, 16, 51, 56]. However, they all come at a significant cost to performance. Other work has focused on making code constant-time to prevent leakage through execution timing. An extreme case is complete linearization of the entire program using the x86 MOV instruction [13]. A more practical approach is Constantine [6], which extends LLVM to compile code into constant-time binaries. It relies on dynamic analysis for taint tracking, which is then fed back into the compiler to transform code that handles tainted data into a constant-time form. However, this dynamic analysis can be imprecise as full coverage of all possible execution paths is not guaranteed, potentially leading to some vulnerable code not being transformed.

Lee et al. [30] propose DOVE to protect sensitive data used in outsourced computation from side channels. DOVE first uses a frontend to transform the client application code to a custom data oblivious intermediate representation called a Data Oblivious Transcript (DOT). The DOT is then sent to a trusted interpreter application (the backend) on the server, which verifies that the DOT is indeed data oblivious and then runs it on the sensitive data. The trusted interpreter must be run within a TEE, such as an Intel SGX enclave, as it is part of the trusted code base (TCB).

Yu et al. [64] develop an oblivious instruction set architecture (OISA) that performs run-time taint tracking of sensitive values and adds a duplicate set of instructions to the RISC-V ISA. Each operand of the instructions in the set is defined as either safe or unsafe. Using any tainted values as unsafe operands results in a fault. The hardware guarantees that computation is oblivious to safe operands and, therefore, that any sensitive values used as safe operands are not leaked through side channels. The OISA also exposes a small amount of memory called the oblivious memory partition (OMP) whose access patterns are not exposed. This enables fast memory operations on sensitive values stored in small data structures by avoiding the need to hide the access patterns. The main drawback of the OISA is that it relies on the client application code to correctly taint and untaint the sensitive values. This means that code attestation of the code performing the computation is required for security. Furthermore, software vulnerabilities in client application code can allow adversaries to untaint arbitrary sensitive values through the OISA’s untainting instruction, which is exposed to any software running on the main CPU.

**Point solutions for side-channel attacks.** The literature contains a variety of side-channel attacks that leak information through the processor’s caches [19, 20, 21, 40, 63]. Defenses against these attacks rely on temporal or spatial isolation between processes; the cache is either flushed on context switches or is partitioned in such a way that each process uses a separate fixed portion of the cache [42, 60]. However, this results in unnecessary overhead when processing non-sensitive data. Other methods change the cache architecture or replacement policy but also suffer from unnecessary overheads [48, 61]. The cache attacks mentioned above are usually used as building blocks to create covert channels for more sophisticated attacks such as Meltdown and Spectre [28, 33]. In response, a range of defenses have been proposed to stop these sophisticated attacks [18, 65]. However, they do not address the main source of information leakage (which is the data-dependent memory access pattern) but rather provide point solutions for specific attacks. For example, Speculative Taint Tracking [65] prevents speculatively executed instructions from being used to leak information through cache side channels; however, it does not address cases where information is leaked through non-transient execution.

11. CONCLUSION

We introduced BliMe, a new approach to outsourced computation that uses hardware extensions to ensure that clients’ sensitive data is not leaked from the system, even if an attacker is able to run malware, exploit software vulnerabilities, or use side channel attacks. BliMe does this while maintaining compatibility with existing side-channel-resistant code, and without reducing performance. In designing BliMe, we follow the design pattern of using a separate, discrete hardware security component in conjunction with the main CPU, common on both servers [57] and end user devices [37]. By using such a remotely attestable fixed-function TEE in combination with taint tracking ISA extensions, BliMe can provide functionality similar to that of fully homomorphic encryption, but achieving native-level performance by replacing cryptography with hardware enforcement.
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